Coming out – The
Very First Slot
The amazing game of slots has been in
the gambling arena for a very long
time. The first slot machines appeared
in the 1890s, though hardly anyone
from our time can recognize its first
version, so unique-looking it was. Later,
in the middle of the 1900s, electromechanical machines were introduced. It had lots of
advantages, but a maximum payout of 500 coins was one of the best-known. Video slot
machines closely followed its electromechanical predecessor. They were thoroughly tested and
appropriately modified, in order to find incredible popularity at first in Las Vegas and later
around the world. Actually, in different countries slots got different names. For example, fruit
machines were wide-spread in Great Britain (as well as puggy in Scotland), and pokies or poker
machines were well-known in Australia and New Zealand. Despite a variety of names for slots,
the game is unmistakably a favorite among players all over the world.

Advances in Computer Technology
With the beginning of the fast-forwarding computer and Internet revolution, online casinos were
popping up in such quantities, that it was a bit scary, truly. Undoubtedly, slots became an
honorable game there, too. As more and more online slot games were developed, the quality of
graphic and sound effects increased in leaps and bounds. No wonder, lots of players preferred
online slots to its ancestor of brick-and-mortar machines.

Mobile Casinos
Technology advance went on actively and
mobile devices were launched proudly.
Several years passed and they became even
more progressive, featuring state-of-art
designs, big screens and a reliable Internet
connection. Unsurprisingly, such innovative
developments were fast to notice, resulting in
the first online casino introduction. It was
powered by Microgaming and was quite
different from modern online casinos. Getting
better with time, they seem to attract lots of
players, who feel like switching from reliable
PCs to cutting-edge mobile gadgets. And
guess, what game remains the favorite? Right,
top-rating slots.
Lessons Learned
Despite being a gambling veteran, the game
of slots is still in a growing phase. The thing is, more and more unique slot games are launched
regularly by various software developers. That's why the collection of online slots is absolutely

staggering and continually increasing. The most important lesson slots learned is that a great
diversity and high quality backed by breathtaking bonuses are keys to success in the
gambling world.
Slots to Try

The variety of slot games is that wide, that sometimes it's challenging to find a good game to
play. Here are the most loved slots classified by software providers:
•
•
•
•

Avalon, Jurassic Park and Thunderstruck by Microgaming;
Alladin's Wishes, Achilles Spot and Incan Goddess by RTG;
Dragon Kingdom, Battle of the Gods and Frankie Dettori's Magic Seven by Playtech;
Dazzle Me and Neon Staxx by NetEnt.

Are All Mobile
Gambling Houses
Safe?
Mobile casinos have
several priorities, but
safety is definitely
number one. Finding a
reliable gambling harbor
is quite easy, especially
after reading review
boards and forums as
well as getting to know
top industry names. The
well-loved
1HighRollerCasino.com offers mobile slot games online that have already proven their worth.
After dropping an anchor there, players don't need to worry about deposit and withdrawal
transactions safety. They can also rest assured that no harmful software will be downloaded
there. Look around to set off on a pleasant gambling voyage.
All the Trumps in Hand. Make an Opening!
Mobile slots are easy and fun. Whether you choose flash or download modes, free games are
always there to enjoy. Plus, money games await eager players looking not only for
entertainment, but also for winnings. You always play your trump card in mobile slots!

